Analysis of the combined treatment of traditional Chinese and Western Medicine in the clinical practice of vaginal bleeding in Obstetrics and Gynecology
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Abstract: Objective To analyze the treatment method to Traditional Chinese and Western Medicine in this treatment to vaginal bleeding in obstetrics and Gynecology . Methods In our Hospital from January 2015 to January 2016 were vaginal bleeding in $ patients as the About you object , The patients were randomly divided into , control Group to $ Cases then cases in the observation Group, Control Group was treated with Conventional anti-inflammatory treatment and fukangbao Oral liquid Treatment, The observation Group during treatment With TCM gongxuening capsule Treatment, Final , treatment effect of two Groups of, patients were compared. Results For the two groups of Patients with Clinical data For comparative analysis , we can | That the observation Group of Patients with Effective rate a treatment reached 92.45%, while The control [ Group was only 80 %, and difference Am statistically significant (P <0.05. Conclusion , combined treatment of Traditional Chinese Medicine Then Westernmedicine can effectively Improve the Clinical treatment in vaginal bleeding in obstetrics and Gynecology .
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symptoms have a certain difference , mainly for vaginal irregular bleeding and dysfunction uterine bleeding, and so on . for this study nonporous , All patients with systemic diseases all by discharges . by comparing the age and symptoms of the two groups of patients with the results of the , and There is no statistically significant difference CP >0.05.

1. Treatment

Both groups underwent routine gynecological examinations before treatment , and then according to the The results of a patient's check take a corresponding general treatment , including anti-inflammatory and stop Blood wait . other , for control group patients , It also needs to take combo oral solution for treatment , take the 2 Times / D the drug , take a dose of 1 Branch / Times ,Treat Week period to Day . and for observation group patients , It needs to be given to patients with uterine blood gel Pouch Oral treatment , take the drug 3 Times / D , take a dose of 2 granule / Times , governs Cure period to 2 Week around . also , This group of patients also need to do Chinese medicine at the same time therapy Common methods for treating patients with traditional Chinese medicine biochemical plus subtraction decoction ,

2. Discussion

for Women , genital problems are often the most common diseases , is also the most harmful effect on a patient's normal life . . in this article, nonporous vaginal bleeding disease , It is the most common kind of gynecological disease today , to Women of all stages have very harmful effects , But the disease common patients for birth andmenopause . According to the relevant research nonporous know , for this disease , often see cause of infection or injury in female genital tissue , causes its cervix or vaginal and other frequent bleeding symptoms , for vaginal bleeding , Common disease for vaginal irregular bleeding and excessive menstruation , in the event of a onset Timely treatment can achieve a cure . But for patients with a larger volume of bleeding , its tends to cause very great harm to patients , so , Clinical Treatment need to take the right way , improve patient's chances of cure , based on paragraph small Green [2-3] and other
people's research nonporous can learn about, when treating vaginal bleeding diseases First need to analyze the cause of the patient, and then develop the corresponding treatment therapy. In this study nonporous, Group of patients used in the treatment process Western-bound therapy, the Western Treatment method is the use of Western medicine Palace Blood Ning Gum to improve symptoms of swelling and bleeding in patients, and Traditional Chinese Medicine biochemical addition and subtraction

The main function of the soup is to adjust the physiological function of the patient, Its primary ingredient for Motherwort and Angelica drugs, to help patients recover normal menstrual activity etc. where Motherwort has the function of activating blood circulation, etc., Angelica can be on women's menstrual changes are not improved, and so on. Through this study nonporous learned that, on treatment complete after, group patients treated efficiently 92.45%, is significantly higher than the control group80.00%, difference is statistically significant CP <0.05.

To summarize, This illustrates the vaginal bleeding in obstetrics and gynecology clinics Get sick, The therapeutic effect of combined Chinese and Western medicine is due to simple Western medicine, and this method can help patients improve their body function.
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